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We investigate the finite-size scaling of the boundary quantum geometric tensor (QGT) numerically
close to the Anderson localization transition in the presence of small external magnetic fields. The QGT
exhibits universal scaling and reveals the crossover between the orthogonal and unitary critical states in
weak random magnetic fields. The flow of the QGT near the critical points determines the critical
exponents. Critical distributions of the QGT are universal and exhibit a remarkable isotropy even in a
homogeneous magnetic field. We predict universal and isotropic Hall conductance fluctuations at the
metal-insulator transition in an external magnetic field.
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Introduction.—The geometrical structure of the Hilbert
space continues to receive a lot of attention. The Fubini-
Study metric tensor of the Hilbert space [1,2], also referred
to as Fisher information metric [2], provides a natural
measure of distance in the Hilbert space, related to quantum
fidelity—a fundamental concept in quantum information
science [3]. The Fubini-Study metric tensor [4,5] has also
been used to analyze quantum critical points in many
systems including interacting spin models [6,7], many-
body systems [8,9], and systems exhibiting topological
order [10,11]. Non-adiabatic dynamics in driven quantum
systems is also deeply connected to the Riemannian metric
of the ground state manifold [12].
Another fundamental geometric concept in quantum
theory is the Berry phase [13], a geometric invariant in
quantum state manifolds. The presence of a nontrivial Berry
curvature leads to interesting quantum interference phenom-
ena [14,15] and impacts the trajectory of wave packets
[16,17]. The Zak phase [15,18]—the Berry-phase associated
with closed loops in the Brillouin zone—and its higher
dimensional analogs play a central role in the description of
topological insulators [19–21]. Non-Abelian Berry phases of
degenerate ground state manifolds, on the other hand [22],
can generate spin relaxation in the absence of external
magnetic fields [23] and underlie realizations of non-
Abelian statistics in topological superconductors [24].
The concepts of the Fubini-Study metric tensor and the
Berry phase can be unified through the so-called quantum
geometric tensor (QGT) [25]. Consider a quantum system,
whose Hamiltonian HðfϕigÞ and eigenstates jαðfϕigÞi
depend smoothly on a set of real parameters, ϕi. The
QGT of the eigenstate jαðfϕigÞi at a point fϕig in the
parameter space is then defined as
Qijα ðϕÞ≡ h∂ϕiαj∂ϕjαi − h∂ϕiαjαihαj∂ϕjαi: ð1Þ
The matrix Qijα is Hermitian and gauge invariant. Its
(symmetric) real part is the metric tensor associated with
the manifold jαðϕÞi [1,25], while its imaginary (antisym-
metric) part is the Berry curvature form [13,25], whose
surface integral yields the Berry phase associated with
closed loops in parameter space.
In the present Letter, we demonstrate that the QGToffers
deep insight into a long-standing problem in condensed
matter physics, Anderson’s disorder-driven metal-insulator
(MI) transition in small external magnetic fields [26,27].
In particular, the structure of theQGTreflects the universality
class of the Anderson transition. Elements of the QGT
display universal finite size scaling close to the metal-
insulator transition, and capture the flow between the
orthogonal (B ¼ 0) and unitary (B ≠ 0) universality classes.
At the transition, the elements of the QGT have universal
distributions, characteristic of the underlying symmetry of
the transition, but, surprisingly, independent of the direction
of the external field. We predict that these universal fluctua-
tions show up as universal and isotropic Hall conductance
fluctuations at the metal-insulator transition.
Mathematical model.—To investigate the effect of small
magnetic fields on the properties of eigenstates close to the
MI transition, we study disordered noninteracting spinless
fermions on a three-dimensional cubic lattice in external









ðtrr0c†rcr0 þ H:c:Þ: ð2Þ
Here c†r (cr) creates (annihilates) a fermion on site r ¼
ðx; y; zÞ, and the Vr denote independent random variables
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uniformly distributed in the interval ½−W=2;W=2. The
second term in Eq. (2) accounts for nearest neighbor
hopping, with the magnetic field incorporated through
the Peierls substitution, trr0 ¼ tei2πArr0 . In homogeneous
fields, we use the gauge of Ref. [28] for the bond vector
potentials Arr0 , while in random fields the Arr0 denote
independent, uniformly distributed random variables from
the interval ½−WB=2;WB=2.
Single particle eigenstates of Hˆ are usually classified as
“extended” or “localized.” The latter emerge close to the
band edge, and are separated from the former at small
disorder by so-called mobility edges [27]. Correspondingly,
the system is insulating or metallic if states at the Fermi
energy are localized or extended, respectively.
Universality classes and criticality.—The spatial struc-
ture of localized (extended) states is characterized by the
localization (coherence) length, ξ. These latter length scales
depend on the energy of the states, anddiverge at themobility
edge Ec following a power law, ξ ∼ jE − Ecj−ν. This
divergent behavior is the ultimate basis of single parameter
scaling theory [29]: assuming that close to theMI transition ξ
is the only relevant length scale, the zero temperature
dimensionless conductance g ¼ G=ðe2=hÞ of a system of
size L must be a function of L=ξ only, and therefore must
obey the scaling equation, ∂g=∂ lnL ¼ βðgÞ, with βðgÞ a
universal function. This beta function has indeed been
determined both perturbatively and numerically in the
absence of external magnetic field, and its universal proper-
ties have been convincingly demonstrated [29–31]. In the
presence of a sufficiently strong time reversal symmetry
breaking, however, a clearly distinct, but apparently also
universal scaling has been observed [32].
The beautiful construction of single parameter scaling
must therefore necessarily break down in small magnetic
fields. Aweak external magnetic field generates a magnetic
length scale, LB, which is typically much larger than all
microscopic length scales. As a consequence, the dimen-
sionless conductance should also depend on the ratio LB=ξ,
implying a two-parameter dependence, g ¼ gðL=ξ; LB=ξÞ,
and invalidating the single parameter scaling theory [33].
Fortunately, very close to the transition—or in very large
fields—we have LB=ξ → 0. Therefore universal scaling is
still recovered at criticality, but with a modified “unitary”
beta function, β → β˜ðgÞ [34]. So far the intriguing cross-
over between orthogonal and unitary criticality has not
been observed systematically in experiments, but it has
been investigated to some extent within the nonlinear sigma
model approach [35–37], where the crossover in a weak
magnetic field has been addressed near the orthogonal
critical point in 2þ ε dimensions. Perturbative scaling
gives a qualitative picture of the crossover, but the
approximate values of the critical exponents are in signifi-
cant disagreement with numerical results [31]. A precise
description of criticality near the unitary fixed point there-
fore appears to be beyond the reach of this perturbative
approach. An orthogonal-unitary crossover has been
observed numerically in the critical level spacing statistics
in Ref. [38], but the violation of the one parameter scaling
theory is not addressed in that work. As we show now, the
quantum geometric tensor provides an ideal tool to char-
acterize this crossover.
Two-parameter QGT scaling theory.—In the spirit of
Thouless [39], who related the boundary condition depend-
ence of single particle energies to the dimensionless
conductance, we shall investigate the boundary condition
dependence of the single particle eigenstates of Eq. (2),




αðrÞc†r j0i; Hˆjαi ¼ Eαjαi: ð3Þ
We prescribe here twisted boundary conditions,
αϕðrþ LnÞ ¼ ein·ϕαϕðrÞ, with n ¼ fnx; ny; nzg a vector
of arbitrary integers, and ϕ ¼ fϕx;ϕy;ϕzg collecting the
boundary twists into a single vector. For a given system size
and disorder realization, we can now view each eigenstate
as a manifold, jαi ¼ jαðϕÞi, and define the corresponding
QGT at zero twist, Qijα ≡Qijα ðϕ ¼ 0Þ. In the presence
of time reversal symmetry, the antisymmetric part of the
tensor Qijα vanishes. Moreover, the sum of the antisym-
metric part of Qijα over occupied states is the Hall
conductance [40]. The antisymmetric part of the QGT is
therefore a promising dimensionless indicator of time
reversal symmetry breaking. Diagonal elements of Qij
are reminiscent of the Thouless number, and turn out to
be in one to one correspondence with it in the presence of
large magnetic fields as well as in their absence, though the
precise functional relation is different [41].
These observations lead us to introducing two real
parameters for each eigenstate jαi,
gðαÞ≡ trfQijα g; hðαÞ≡ iðQxyα −Qyxα Þ: ð4Þ
These parameters fluctuate strongly for distinct disorder
potentials and eigenstates. The power-law tail of their
distribution makes usual averages ill-defined; therefore
we define the “typical” magnitudes of these parameters
through logarithmic averages over a large ensemble of
samples [47–49],
ln gtyp ≡ ln jgðαÞjEα≈E; ln htyp ≡ ln jhðαÞjEα≈E: ð5Þ
Notice that gtyp and htyp are both functions of energy,
system size, disorder strength, and magnetic field. As we
demonstrate, these quantities behave as good scaling
parameters, and satisfy the universal scaling equations
∂gtyp
∂ logL ¼ βgðgtyp; htypÞ;
∂htyp
∂ logL ¼ βhðgtyp; htypÞ: ð6Þ
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The content of Eq. (6) is that the logarithmic size
dependence of the typical values gtyp and htyp is completely
independent of microscopic details such as W, WB, or the
location of the Fermi energy, and is solely determined by
gtyp and htyp. These equations resemble somewhat those of
Pruisken and Khmelnitskii, derived for the quantum Hall
transition [50,51], and also verified numerically [28,52].
To verify the scaling hypothesis of Eq. (6), we first
performed finite size computations in a homogeneous field,
and evaluated the logarithmic derivatives on the left hand
side for various disorder realizations and energies numeri-
cally. In the absence of external field, hðαÞ≡ 0 for each
level, we recover a flow along the axis htyp ¼ 0 of the
ðgtyp; htypÞ plane, as shown in Fig. 1. This flow is governed
by the one-parameter function, βgðgtyp; 0Þ, which we
determined numerically (see inset of Fig. 1). A critical
point emerges at gB¼0 ¼ 0.3309ð18Þ, and the numerically
determined β function yields a critical exponent νB¼0 ¼
1.560ð63Þ in good agreement with the best known result for
orthogonal systems, νorth ¼ 1.571ð8Þ [31]. We thus find
that the trace of the QGT behaves as an appropriate scaling
variable, which can be used to replace the dimensionless
conductance of the single-parameter scaling theory of
Ref. [29] or the Thouless conductance [39].
Piercing just one flux quantum through our system brings
us immediately to the unitary class of systems: it yields
another, universal one-parameter trajectory in the ðgtyp; htypÞ
plane, with a critical point at gB≠0 ¼ 0.22215ð87Þ and a
finite hB≠0 ¼ 0.01683ð13Þ. Again, the extracted value of the
critical exponent, νB≠0 ¼ 1.459ð64Þ agrees well with the
most accurate estimate in the literature, νunitary ¼ 1.424ð15Þ
[53]. These results prove that the antisymmetric part h of
the QGT provides a good dimensionless, universal variable
to distinguish the orthogonal and unitary universality classes.
Unfortunately, within the torus geometry used here, we
cannot pierce less than one flux quantum through the
system [28], and this is already too large to observe the flow
between the two critical points in the ðgtyp; htypÞ plane. We
circumvented this difficulty by applying random vector
potentials. In this case, we can tune the strength of time
reversal symmetry breaking continuously by changing the
strengthWB of the random vector potentials. Reassuringly,
in large random fields, WB ≳ 0.15, the flow perfectly
coincides with the one parameter trajectory that we
observed in homogeneous fields. In small random fields
(WB ≲ 0.15), however, we can now clearly observe a two-
parameter flow crossing over between the B ¼ 0 and B ≠ 0
universality classes, as presented in Fig. 1. We should
emphasize that the flow in Fig. 1 is independent of micro-
scopic details, and is generated at each point by collecting
data at different energies, and for different values of the
disorder parameters W and WB. Analysis of the linearized
flow around the fixed points [41] also allows us to extract the
exponents associated with relevant (and irrelevant) operators
[54] at the critical points. At theB ¼ 0 critical point, the flow
is characterized by the “thermal” exponent yB¼01 ¼ 1=νB¼0,
and an exponent associated with the presence of random
flux,yB¼02 ¼ 0.990ð11Þ. The latter agreeswith the “engineer-
ing dimension” of a random flux field, yflux ¼ 1 [55]. At the
unitary critical point, the flow is governed by a relevant
eigenvalue, yB≠01 ¼ 1=νB≠0 and an irrelevant eigenvalue,
yB≠02 ¼ −2.12ð23Þ, which we can associate with the dimen-
sion of the leading irrelevant operator. Interestingly, in our
tight mindingmodel, all data points ðgtyp; htypÞwere found to
lie under the unitary critical line in Fig. 1, andwewere unable
to reach the region above it.
Critical QGT distributions.—The typical values gtyp and
htyp still allow for large sample to sample and level to level
fluctuations of gðαÞ and hðαÞ at and around the Fermi
energy, and a corresponding broad distribution. At the
critical points ðgtyp; htypÞ, the Fermi energy lies just on the
mobility edge, EC, where these distributions are expected to
become independent of the sample size (scale invariant)
and universal. To determine these universal distributions,
we first locate the mobility edge for each disorder strength
W and WB, and then extract the critical distributions of the
quantum geometric tensor Qijα .
Figures 2(a)–2(b) show the critical distributions p½gðαÞ
and p½hðαÞ, both independent of system size, disorder, and
magnetic field strength. The tail of pðgÞ follows a power
law with an exponent close to η ¼ β=2þ 3=2, with β ¼ 1
FIG. 1. Finite size scaling of gtyp and htyp in a random magnetic
field. Arrows indicate the direction of the renormalization group
flow upon increasing the system size from L ¼ 8 to L ¼ 14. The
B ¼ 0 (orthogonal) and B ≠ 0 (unitary) quantum critical points
are denoted by light and red stars, respectively. The blue region
indicates the insulating phase, while the metallic phase is yellow.
Inset: Filled symbols: universal single parameter scaling func-
tions β ¼ L∂L ln gtyp for B ¼ 0 (blue circles), and large homo-
geneus fields, B ≠ 0 (red squares). Empty symbols show
L∂L ln gtyp in weak random magnetic fields for system sizes
increased from L1 ¼ 8 to L2 ¼ 14. These nonuniversal crossover
curves interpolate between the orthogonal and the unitary scaling
functions, and evolve into the latter upon increasing random field.
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and β ¼ 2 the exponents characterizing the level spacing
distribution in the orthogonal and unitary classes, respec-
tively. (The relation η ¼ β=2þ 3=2 follows from heuristic
arguments, presented in the Supplemental Material [41].)
The distribution of the Thouless curvature exhibits a similar
tail, but with a different exponent, η˜ ¼ β þ 2 [56–58].
Interestingly, systems with homogeneous and random
fields give rise to identical distributions. This surprising
agreement of the distributions in homogeneous and random
fields indicates that the direction of the magnetic field is
irrelevant at the critical point, at least from the point of
view of the quantum geometric tensor’s structure and
distribution. Therefore the statistics of the QGT should
be not only universal, but also rotationally invariant at the
critical point.
To explore this symmetry, we generalized the parameter
h and characterized the antisymmetric part of Qij by three







with ϵkij as the completely antisymmetric tensor. As shown
in Fig. 2(c), the joint critical distribution of the three
parameters hx;y;z shows remarkable isotropy, even in a
strong homogeneous magnetic field and the typical values
of jhx;y;zj are all equal. This observation also justifies
a posteriori the somewhat arbitrary choice of h ¼ hz as
a scaling variable in a random field, too.
A detailed analysis of the distribution of the hi, shown in
Fig. 2(c)—as well as that of the real symmetrical compo-
nents of the QGT, shown in the Supplemental Material—
reveals that the distribution of the QGT is not perfectly O(3)
symmetrical, and slightly breaks rotational symmetry down
to a cubic symmetry even at the critical point. This small
symmetry breaking is equally present in random and
homogeneous fields; therefore it cannot be induced by
the direction of the magnetic field [41], which could
anyway only explain the emergence of a tetragonal sym-
metry. Rather, we explain this behavior as an effect of the
cubic shape of the system on the structure of critical wave
functions.
Universal Hall conductance fluctuations.—The behavior
of the QGT at the critical point has an interesting exper-
imental consequence. The antisymmetric part of the QGT








with EF as the Fermi-energy, and k ∈ fx; y; zg as the
direction perpendicular to the plane of theHallmeasurement.
According to Eq. (8), chemical potential changes in a
coherent mesoscopic sample induce Hall conductance fluc-
tuations, determined by the critical distribution of the QGT.
Consequently, in a magnetic field, at the metal-insulator
transition, we predict the emergence of universal and
isotropic Hall conductance fluctuations in a mesoscopic
sample. These fluctuations as well as their precise distribu-
tions should be accessible in present-day experiments. As a
possible implementation, one can think of strongly disor-
dered metallic samples, similar to those of Ref. [60] and in a
Hall-measurement setup [61], with the mobility edge tuned,
e.g., by applying strain. Changing the externalmagnetic field
or the application of back gates should generate the meso-
scopic fluctuations discussed here [60,61].
Conclusions.—Our results show that the quantum geo-
metrical structure of the eigenstates is intimately related to
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2. (a)–(b) Probability distributions pðgÞ and pðhÞ at the unitary (B ≠ 0) critical point, extracted from systems with different
system sizes, magnetic fields, and disorder strengths, with the energy at the mobility edge. The highlighted symbols refer to specific data
sets (see legend), while small gray dots show distributions obtained by merging all data of all parameter sets. Inset of (a) Distribution of g
at the orthogonal (B ¼ 0) critical point. The distributions pðgÞ are clearly different in the two universality classes and are characterized
by different exponents, too. (c) Joint distribution of the parameters hx=y=z, characterizing the antisymmetric part of the QGT, at the
unitary critical point. Points in the three-dimensional cloud represent individual eigenstates in a homogeneous magnetic field B ¼ Φ0=9
along the z direction, in a system of size L ¼ 9 and disorder W ¼ 17. The almost perfect rotational symmetry of the distribution is
supported by the two-dimensional marginals.
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the conductance properties at the Fermi energy. The QGT
displays universal scaling and distribution properties, and
successfully captures the crossover between orthogonal and
unitary Anderson-localized critical states. A natural gener-
alization would be to study the behavior of QGT in models
with weak spin-orbit coupling [53,62]. In that case—in the
presence of time reversal symmetry—one expects a two
parameter crossover between the orthogonal and the sym-
plectic classes. If both spin-orbit coupling and magnetic
fields are present, an evenmore complicated, three parameter
behavior may appear. Generalizations in the presence of
interaction and for the many body localization (MBL)
transition are other open lines of research [63,64], though
the extremely limited system sizes make the scaling analysis
of the QGT at the MBL transition significantly harder.
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